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Mid Test                     

 Listening 

A)  Listen and choose. 

0 There is a fireplace in the living room  

   True                      False 

1 The kitchen is big.  

    True                      False 

2 David's bedroom is next to his brother's.  

    True                      False 

3 The dog is playing in the garden.   

    True                      False 

4 The dog has got black fur.  

    True                      False 

5 Dan wants to listen to music.  

    True                      False 

 

 Grammar and Vocabulary 

B) Choose the correct item.  

   

1  Sue has got two ... in her pencil case. 

   A  pens         B  pen           C  eraser 

2  There's a painting ... the wall. 

   A  in             B  to             C  on 

3  My mum washes dishes in the ... . 

   A  cooker         B  wardrobe           C  washbasin 

4  Tim's a good student. He is ... . 

   A  noisy         B  clever           C  naughty 

5  Has ... got a pen? 

   A  he         B  we           C  they 

6  Mark makes me laugh. He's so ... . 

   A  funny         B  noisy           C  friendly 

7  Where do you live? I live ... New York City. 

   A  over         B  in           C  on 

8  Where are they from? They're  from ... . 

   A  Canadian         B  American           C  Japan 

9  Fred is short and ... . 

   A  tall         B  long           C  plump 

10  Whose is this chair? It's ... . 

   A  John        B  John's          C  Johns' 



 Everyday English 

C) Choose the correct response.  

 

0  Nice to meet you, Greg. 

    a) Nice to meet you, too. 

    b) I'm fine, thanks. 

1  How can I help you? 

    a) I want to buy a souvenir. 

    b) That's a good idea. 

2  What have you got in your school bag? 

    a) Those are pencils. 

    b) Some pencils. 

3  What do koalas look like? 

    a) They have got round ears and a black nose. 

    b) They eat leaves. 

4  Whose basketball is this? 

    a) It's Suzy's. 

    b) Her name is Suzy. 

5  Where is the history lesson? 

    a) It's on Mondays. 

    b) It's in room A. 
 
 Reading  

 

D) Read the text and mark the sentences T (true), F (false) or  

    DS (doesn't say). 

  

   
 



0  Sally is from Australia.                          ___F___ 

 

1  Sally doesn't like PE.                             ________ 

2  Sally's best friend is funny,                  ________ 

3  Sally's brother can speak French.         ________ 

4  It is quiet near Sally's home.                ________ 

5  Sally is proud of her hat collection.       ________ 

 

 Writing 

E) Write an email to Jane about yourself (about 50 words). 
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